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We are presently compiling the designed o accomodate the larg unifiedt eGLOBAL INTERNET REGISTER, market on the world,
continents l, and a l other world regions.

Now You can from WORLD , whichbenefit The www REGISTER will expose your company to expanding markets. In this register
your company will be found in your country in the respective trade description.  Filling in and returning this form will give you the
opportunity to be published in our internet database at http://globalearthregister.com
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Please check
your company details carefully

listed free of charge in our internet publication.

http://www.globalearthregister

?
and complete the fields below. Return this form including your business card and/or brochure.

(if available),in order to ensure that your data is published correctly. Sheets returned without a stamp signature will be updated. and
and A signed sheet implies placing an order ith our help and interest we, w Y
are able to keep the data in this compilation as accurate as possible. ?

Returning this form will grant your company the opportunity to mark its presence in our publications, foremost in our internet database
to be found at REGISTER will help expose your company to expanding and stable.
markets.  Below is your opportunity to change the current values as available in our company database.

ORDER: The signing of this document represents the acceptance of the following conditions and the conditions stated in the terms and
conditions for insertion which will be send with the correction proof and able on webpage: www The signing is legally.GlobalEarthRegister.com.
binding and gives you the right of an insertion on the online database of GLOBAL INTERNET REGISTER, which can be accessed via the
internet. The validation time of the contract is and starts with signing this form. Retroactive cancelation is not possible. Thesix years insertion
is granted after signing and receiving this document by E LTD. I hereby order a subscription withNDLESS INFINITY ENDLESS INFINITY LTD in
GLOBAL INTERNET REGISTER. We accept that the order becomes valid as soon as this form is returned signed to  he publisher,t either

at least six in euro 9by post, fax or e-mail. I will have an insertion to its database for years. The price per year is 90. The subscription will be
automatically extended every year for another year, Unless specific written notice is received by the publisher or the subscriber two
months before the expiration of the subscription. Your data will be recorded. The place of juristiction in any dispute arising is the publisher's
address. The agreement between . and the subscriber is governed by the conditions stated in The terms andENDLESS INFINITY LTD

Activities:

Street:

City:

Zip Code:

Country:

Telephone No:

Fax No:

E-mail:

URL:

Manager / Contact Person:

YOUR AMENDMENTS

-PLEASE INCLUDE YOUR BROCHURE OR BUSINESS CARD-

conditions for placed GlobalEarthRegister.com.insertion on the webpage: www.

Name of the company:


